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 and infuriatingly . Forsaking All Others: Book 5 in the Kyoko and Randi's Massage Parlor Adventure Series Four years after their harrowing search for their kidnapped son and leading the New Jersey PBA down a bloody path, Kyoko and Randi, known to all as the Sex Foxes, are still relentless in their pursuit to find their missing child. The Demon Within: Book 7 in the Kyoko and Randi's Massage
Parlor Adventure Series As their world comes crashing down around them, Kyoko and Randi find the demon they seek for years to be alive and well in their loving daughter, Asa. The Battle for La Casa: Book 3 in the Kyoko and Randi's Massage Parlor Adventure Series When the demon responsible for their child's kidnapping, tortures Kyoko and Randi for information and supplies they must fight

for the survival of their loved ones, and ultimately themselves. The Battle for La Casa 2: Book 4 in the Kyoko and Randi's Massage Parlor Adventure Series As their search to recover their child reaches a climax, Randi and Kyoko find their opposition in the unlikeliest of places. Crazy Sexy Love: The Complete Series Three hours into her first job, young legal secretary Mia stops to take a breather in
the small Italian restaurant where she is doing part-time work. She is startled to see her former high school boyfriend Marcus sitting at the next table, looking flustered and nervous. He’s never been in a restaurant before, let alone one where he knows he’ll be seen by everyone. But that’s just the beginning of the story. The truth about their marriage has emerged: Mia and Marcus want to have a child,
but the price is high. If they have a child together, he’ll find out the truth. And there’s only one way to protect Marcus from the ugly truth... Mia has to lie to him. The Calling The Calling is a paranormal thriller set in the US. The heroine, Kat, is a young college girl who lives on the coast of Oregon with her boyfriend, Luke. One night while watching a scary movie on TV, Kat suddenly finds herself

transported to the one hundred year old Dow family estate in Kentucky. Eyes of the Dead: Forgotten Tales of Horror This collection of forgotten horror tales 82157476af
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